Own IT. IT’s up to you.

Who wants to know?

There's more than **three billion** people on the internet, and not all of them are who they say they are. Keep your friends list small, and **never** friend anyone you don't know in real life.

The internet **never forgets**

With archive sites, screencaps and the quick spread of information on social media, the internet never forgets a mistake. You may dance like nobody's watching, but post like everyone is.

Sharing is **not caring**

It's tempting to share everything about your life, but what you share can be used by someone else. With that information, an attacker can impersonate you or break into your accounts on different sites.

Take it **slow**

Attackers will often goad people into making quick decisions, hoping to take advantage of your mistakes. **Think fast, but type slow**, and they can't touch you.